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SUMMARY OF FACTS

Parties to the Dispute:

CLAIMANT-Goliath National Bank JSC (“GNB”) is a joint-stock company. All

significant shareholders of GNB are large institutional investors from Europe and the

United States.

RESPONDENT-Laoc (“Laoc”) is a small developed state. Its state system is

parliamentary republic. Its economy has been relying on the coal sector for decades.

Until this day, coalrelated businesses, such as coal mines, processing facilities, and

power plants, employ up to 15% of Laoc’s domestic workforce, while the coal sector

itself is accountable for 20% of the Laocan GDP. Laoc is a member of ASNEC,

created on 3 February 2012. Like most of the ASNEC Member States, Laoc is a party

to numerous bilateral and multilateral investment treaties and, in particular, AEIT,

which was ratified by Laoc on 21 June 2012.

THIRD PARTY-Mercurian is a country neighbouring Laoc. Mercuria is also a

member of ASNEC and ratified AEIT on 28th June 2012.

THIRD PARTY-Mercurian First National Bank JSC (“MFNB”), CLAIMANT’s

predecessor in the financing agreement. Given the large amount that needed to be

financed and that MFNB would be the sole financing institution, MFNB cooperated

very closely with Mountaintop, inter alia, accompanying them to all important

meetings with Laocan authorities.

THIRD PARTY-Mountaintop Investments LLC (“Mountaintop”) is a company

incorporated in the Republic of Mercuria, Mountaintop is a sophisticated investor that

specialises in long-term investments into conventional power generation installations,

such as nuclear, gas and coal-fired power plants.

Conclusion of Financing Agreement:

August 2009, considering the strong political support for coal-fired power plants in

Laoc, Mountaintop started to explore the possibility of constructing the highly

efficient and state-of-the-art 850 MW coal-fired power plant Ticadia-1. As the

construction of the power plant required capital expenditure of approximately USD 1
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billion, Mountaintop needed substantial external financing. It, therefore, approached

MFNB.

During the negotiation stage, the Governor of Ticadia, Mr Ji-Yeong, made specific

representations to Mountaintop and MFNB (Exhibit C-2), thereby actively

encouraging them to invest in the construction of T1.

On 1 December 2010, MFNB and Ticadia-1 LLC, Mountaintop’s Laocan subsidiary,

entered into the Financing Agreement No 0940394 (Financing Agreement, Exhibit C-

4). Under the Financing Agreement, MFNB granted a loan of USD 600,000,000 for

the construction of T1 to Ticadia-1 LLC. The Financing Agreement was secured by a

pledge of the power plant, by a mortgage on the land on which T1 was to be built, by

a pledge of the shares in Ticadia-1 LLC, a Laocan SPV owned by Mountaintop, as

well as by Mountaintop’s personal guarantee.

Entering into Seoul Agreement:

In 2015, because of the drastic spike in the number of natural catastrophes and

following ASNEC’s environmental commitment, Laoc came under the ever-

increasing pressure of the other ASNEC Member States and ASNEC itself to sign the

Seoul Agreement on Climate Change.

Issuance of Coal Directive:

Moved by Seoul Agreement on Climate Change, on 17 February 2016, the ASNEC

Council adopted Directive 2016/87 on the renewable sources of energy (“Coal

Directive”), establishing that all coal-fired power plants used on the ASNEC Member

States should be phased out by 31 December 2028 (i.e. in 12 years from the

enactment of the Coal Directive).

Adoption of Law 66/2016; Law 72/2016:

Laoc suddenly fundamentally changed this approach to domestic regulation of the

coal sector by adopting the Law 66/2016 “on the Phase-out of Coal Energy on the

Territory of Laoc” on 6 July 2016, forcing T1 to shut down 26 years before the end

of its expected 40-year lifetime.
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Moreover, after the enactment of Law 66/2016, the Laocan government enacted Law

72/2016 “on Energy Transition” on 5 December 2016. Law 72/2016 established a

feed-in tariff scheme for the renewables sector. Meanwhile Law 72/2016 envisaged

the creation of the Laocan Renewables Company (“LRC”), owned and funded by the

government and tasked with headlining the development of the Laocan renewables

sector and building a number of largescale renewable facilities in all regions of Laoc.

Difficulties in Executing Financing Agreement:

Law 66/2016 forces T1 to shut down 26 years before the end of its expected 40-year

lifetime. By 100 RESPONDENT’s actions, T1 turned from one of the most modern

coal plants in the world and a profitable investment into an economic burden for its

owner. Because of that, T1 became unable to repay the loan under the Financing

Agreement, inflicting considerable losses on the institution that provided financing for

the loan.

Following the enactment of the Coal Directive, the market value of the assets that

were pledged to MFNB as security under the Financing Agreement dropped

significantly. Under the Financing Agreement, this allowed MFNB to seek additional

securities (or, in the event they are not provided, repayment of the loan) from Ticadia-

1 LLC and Mountaintop. Ticadia-1 LLC, however, did not have sufficient funds and

Mountaintop argued that its guarantee obligations did not extend to situations such as

an utterly unforeseen change of legislation by Laoc.

On 6 May 2017, MFNB took Mountaintop to ICC arbitration seeking to enforce the

guarantee under the Financing Agreement but MFNB lost this arbitration in 2018.

Conclusion of Assignment Agreement:

On 1 July 2017, MFNB and GNB concluded an Assignment Agreement according to

which the rights under the Financing Agreement with Ticadia-1 LLC, all claims

against Mountaintop as well as the rights to claim compensation from Laoc under the

AEIT were assigned to GNB in exchange for USD 150,000,000.

CLAIMANT’s Claim for Arbitration:
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On 31 January 2019, GNB sent its Notice of Arbitration (“Notice”) to Laoc

appointing Mr. Perry Mason as its arbitrator. The arbitration was registered as KCAB

International n°15503/IS.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
JURISDICTION: LEGAL STANDING. CLAIMANT does have legal standing in

this arbitration because it has actual investment by subrogating MFNB. Moreover, the

condition of ratione personae is met in this arbitral proceeding.

MERITS: ATTRIBUTION. The challenged measures shall be attributed to not

ASNEC but Laoc under DARIO. Moreover, even if the adoption could be attributed

to ASNEC, such attribution is irrelevant of the fact that RESPONDENT should still

be attributed for the reason that RESPONDENT has failed both its obligation under

AEIT and the specific promise committed by Tacadia governor.

MERITS: FET. Laoc violated the Art.II(1) of the ASNEC Energy Investment

Treaty since it failed to provide a fair and equitable treatment to the Claimant. The

abrupt change of the Laocan authorities’ attitude towards the coal industry frustrated

the Claimant’s legitimate expectations. The enactment of the Law 66/2016 and Law

72/2016 broke the stable investment legal framework in Laoc. Furthermore, there had

no clear scientific evidence to prove a causal link between the domestic annual floods

and the operation of coal plants, so the phase-out order made by Laoc towards coal

energy lack reasonableness.

JURISDICTION: CHALLENGE OF MR. MASON. The applicable rules and test

for determining whether there have justifiable doubts on Mr. Mason’s impartiality and

independence shall be reasonable apprehension of bias test and IBA Guidelines. The

circumstances raised by RESPONDENT which they believe will give rise to

justifiable doubts have survived both reasonable apprehension of bias test and IBA

Guidelines respectively or cumulatively. Therefore, Mr. Mason shall not be precluded

from this tribunal.
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APPLICABLE LAW
Pursuant to PO1, the Proceedings shall be conducted in accordance with the

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, as revised on 6 December 2010 (“UNCITRAL

Arbitration Rules”), and the Official Rules of the Foreign Direct Investment

International Arbitration Moot, as agreed between the Parties. In case of an

inconsistency between the two, the latter shall prevail to the extent of the

inconsistency.

Pursuant to AEIT Art. X(4), a tribunal established under paragraph (2) shall decide

the issues in dispute in accordance with this Protocol and applicable rules and

principles of international law.
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PLEADINGS
a) Whether CLAIMANT has standing in these proceedings:

[1] RESPONDENT proposed that CLAIMANT has no standing in this

proceeding because it does not own nor, in fact, has it ever made any investment

under AEIT1 regardless of the fact that it has acquired all the rights from MFNB

arising out of the Financing Agreement. As a result, CLAIMANT, who is not the real

investor, has failed to meet the condition of ratione personae.

[2] On addressing the issue aforesaid, CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that,

unlike what has been proposed by the other party which absolutely lacks legal basis, it

does have standing in this proceeding since it has actual investment under AEIT by

subrogating MFNB(I); and the condition of ratione personae is met under both AEIT

and ICSID Rules (II).

I. CLAIMANT has actual investment under AEIT by subrogating MFNB

[3] On contrary to the allegation that CLAIMANT does not own or has made

any investment, it has acquired all the relevant rights and claims through the

assignment agreement concluded with MFNB. As a result, CLAIMANT now enjoys

the same status as MFNB had in its relationship with Laoc. In other words,

CLAIMANT does not have to demonstrate that how the rights and claims under AEIT

are transferred, instead, CLAIMANT only needs to prove that the whole process of

such assignment is valid. And such transaction of assignment is valid for three

reasons: firstly, AEIT does not explicitly preclude the assignability of rights and

claims under the treaty(1); secondly, it is common practice to transfer the rights and

claims associated with investment after investment was made in the field of

international investment(2); thirdly, the rights and claims associated with this

investment can be transferred in this case(3).

1. AEIT does not explicitly preclude the assignability of rights and claims under

the treaty

[4] First of all, MFNB only wants CLAIMANT to be in full replacement of it in

the financing agreement. As a matter of fact, the assignment agreement does not

1 FDI Problem ¶26 RESPONDENT’s response
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contain any rights or claims that can be directly referred to AEIT. In other words, the

transaction of assignment is irrelevant of AEIT. Therefore, the transaction between

CLAIMANT and MFNB shall not be governed by AEIT.

[5] Even if this tribunal considers that this transaction shall be governed by

AEIT, this transaction does not violate any article in AEIT either, nor is there any

article prohibiting such assignment or setting forth any additional requirement for

conducting such transaction. As required by Art.31(1) of VCLT, “a treaty shall be

interpreted both in good faith as well as its purpose.2 When interpreting this

investment treaty in good faith, if there is no specific article prevent such transaction,

it is inappropriate to imply that AEIT actually is against such assignment; and if there

is no additional condition for the completion of such assignment, it is inappropriate to

imply that other external criteria shall be applied. On the contrary, if to treat the

silence of these procedural frameworks as a prohibition on arbitral claims assignment

would be contrary to the purpose of BITs and the ethos of ICSID and UNCITRAL

which are aimed at promoting international investment and trade.3 Hence, what

alleged by RESPONDENT that such transaction must be conducted under

international legal framework can not be substantiated by any legal claims.

[6] In light of above, there is no legal basis for AEIT to govern this transaction

between MFNB and CLAIMANT. Nonetheless AEIT does not explicitly prohibit or

restricting such assignment by other requirements. Therefore, the assignment of

agreement is legal and consistent with AEIT.

2. It is common practice to transfer the rights and claims after investment was

made in the field of international investment

[7] After analyzing the relationship between AEIT and assignment agreement,

there is nothing wrong with the procedure of such transaction. Additionally, if turning

to the field of international investment, it is rather common for the investor to assign

its investment and relevant rights and claims to the third party in case of bad assets.

2 VCLTArticle 31(1)
3 Bella at “Assignment Without Privity: Disposal of Investment Claims”
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[8] The assignment of international contracts is a widespread business practice.
4Generally, it is globally accepted that parties have the contractual autonomy to assign

or transfer contracts.5 And in principle, an assignment of a contract should have the

effect of conveying the arbitration clause associated with the contract, as one

associated part of the parties’ agreement.6 In this case at hand, even if other rights and

claims can not be assigned, CLAIMANT is still entitled to file this arbitration with

Laoc.

[9] Actually, when it comes to the cross-border investment treaty, there is no

prohibition on the assignment of treaty claims under international law. It is also

recognized that investors are not required to hold onto their investments indefinitely.

Rather they must ultimately have the possibility to sell the assets underlying their

investments with a view to repatriating the proceeds.7 For example, Art.14(l)(a) of the

ECT provides: “Each Contracting Party shall with respect to Investments in its Area

of Investors of any other Contracting Party guarantee the freedom of transfer into and

out of its Area, including the transfer of. . . the initial capital.” It is suggested that the

lack of a fundamental prohibition against the assignment of claims is correct because

the law of assignment is concerned with party consent.8 In this case, it is the

assignment agreement between CLAIMANT and MFNB shall prevail over the

absence of the explicit indication of assignability of investment in AEIT. Moreover,

in Daimler AG v. Argentina, the arbitral tribunal concludes that “As the large and

thriving global market for distressed debt attests, most jurisdictions allow for legal

claims to be either sold along with or reserved separately from the underlying assets

from which they are derived. The reason is that such severability greatly facilitates

and speeds the productive re-employment of assets in other ventures.”9 As shown by

both scholarly material and arbitral awards, parties in international investment shall

have the utmost autonomy to transfer the investment in case of distressed assets or

liquidation.

4 Ibid
5 Born at 1118
6 Ibid
7Wehland at 566
8 Goh at 36
9 Daimler AG v. Argentina ¶¶144
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[10] In this case, due to the unexpected turn of policy, Tacadia-1 power plant,

which used to be the most profitable investment, was converted into the economic

burden for MFNB. Besides, the pledged market value has made the security under the

financing agreement dropped significantly resulting in the failure of realizing the

securities value. Hence, it is rather reasonable for any investor to assign such

investment in a similar situation.

3. The rights and claims associated with this investment can be transferred in

this case

[11] In the Financing Agreement N.0940394, Art.7.1 sets out that “The Lender

may assign all rights under this agreement to any third party at any point in time after

this agreement is executed and the Loan has been made available to the Borrower. No

consent from the Borrower or the Guarantor shall be necessary for such an

assignment.” According to which, it is legitimate to assign the rights and claims under

this financing agreement to any third party without any further requirement or

restriction. Furthermore, the legal validity of financing agreement is not disputed by

MFNB, Ticadia-1 LLC, Mountaintop Investments, GNB or Laoc.10

[12] Now that it is possible for CLIAMANT to acquire relevant rights and claims

from MFNB, then to what extent does it share the rights as MFNB does. Turning to

the assignment agreement concluded by CLAIMANT and MFNB, Article 1.1[Exhibit

C-12] “The Seller hereby assigns and transfers all the rights and claims, whether

under domestic or international law, arising from the Financing Agreement to the

Purchaser, together with all secondary rights and obligations thereto, including the

rights to claim compensation from any third parties. For the avoidance of doubt, this

assignment includes any potential claims against Mountaintop Investments LLC and

Laoc.”, given the wording of “all the rights and clams” in this clause, it means that

CLAIMANT has currently been in absolute replacement of MFNB in executing the

financing agreement. If there is no denying that MFNB was the appropriate investor

who obtains the appropriate investment in Laoc, once the status is transferred to

CLAIMANT, the successor shall enjoy the same treatment with its predecessor

without any doubt.

10 PO3 VII. INVESTMENT &ASSIGNMENT 2
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[13] Based on such conclusion, CLAIMANT has acquired all the rights and

claims from MFNB through the assignment agreement so that it has subrogated

MFNB as the legal successor in the financing agreement with Laoc, therefore it is

legal for CLAIMANT to file this arbitration and CLAIMANT will further

demonstrate that CLAIMANT has met the condition of ratione personae under both

AEIT and ICSID Rules.

II. The condition of ratione personae is met under both AEIT and ICSID Rules

[14] In RESPONDENT’s response, it argues that “It is uncontroversial in Public

International Law that treaty claims are necessarily intuitu personae, i.e. have a close

link to the personality of the original investor, which imposes limits on their

assignability.” However, CLAIMANT counter-argues that the intuitu personae

requirement only applies at the time the investment is made (and access to the treaty

confirmed); a state would not need the actual CLAIMANT in investment arbitration

to be the exact same entity,11 not to mention CLAIMANT is the legal successor.

[15] Therefore, the issue of ratione personae is irrelevant in this case at hand,

should this tribunal still find it necessary to consider whether the condition of ratione

personae is met. CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that it has both met the

condition of ratione personae in accordance with AEIT (1) and the condition of

ratione personae in ICSID Rules (2).

1. CLAIMANT has met the condition of ratione personae in accordance with

AEIT

[16] The previous demonstration indicates that the assignment agreement between

MFNB and CLAIMANT is legal so that CLAIMANT now is in replacement of

MFNB in the financing relationship with Laoc. The status of MFNB is unquestionable,

as a result, what only needs to be analyzed is whether CLAIMANT has failed any

condition in AEIT. CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that it has satisfied the

requirement of investor in AEIT(A); secondly, Mercuria, being CLAIMANT’s home

country, is a member state of ASNEC(B).

A. The requirement of investor is satisfied in AEIT

11 Goh at 36
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[17] Sub-aticle (4) of Art.1 in AEIT defines the meaning of “investor”, to be more

specific, there are two categories of “investor”: one is natural person, the other is

juridical person. Since GNB is a joint-stock company incorporated under the laws of

Republic of Mercuria which is much like MFNB, it shall fall into the category of

juridical person, i.e a company or other organization organized in accordance with the

law applicable in that contracting party. Hence, CLAIMANT is the appropriate

investor under AEIT.

B. Mercuria is a member state of ASNEC

[18] When discussing ratione personae, the national of the investor is mostly

concerned. In this case at hand, CLAIMANT and its predecessor enjoy the same

national, Mercuria, therefore it does not cause the problem of change of national.

Other jurisdiction has opposed to the assignment between parties due to the violation

of consistent national, as the tribunal in Mihaly v. Sri Lanka held that “whatever rights

Mihaly (Canada) had or did not have against Sri Lanka could not have been improved

by the process of assignment, with or without, and especially without, the express

consent of Sri Lanka, on the ground that nemo dat quod non habet or nemo potiorem

potest transfere quam ipse habet.12 That is, no one could transfer a better title than

what he really has.”, while CLAIMANT and its predecessor both are juridical persons

organized in Mercuria, so there should not contain any issue with regard to the

problems of national not to mention improving its rights by means of assignment.

Therefore, the assignment agreement in this case shall not be held voided, nor does it

need any consent from the host country.

[19] Moreover, in the preamble of AEIT, Mercuria is listed as a member state in

ASNEC that has ratified AEIT June 28th 2012, so once CLAIMANT becomes

MFNB’s successor, it shall be treated the same and enjoy as much protection as

MFNB under AEIT.

[20] Based on the examination of CLAIMANT’s status under the requirement of

ratione personae, it has not failed any condition set forth in AEIT, furthermore,

CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that it has not only fulfilled the condition of

12Mihaly v. Sri Lanka ¶¶ 24
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ratione personae under AEIT but it has also satisfied the condition of ratione

personae in ICSID Rules.

2. CLAIMANT has met the condition of ratione personae in accordance with

Art.25 (2) b ICSID Rules

[21] Sub-article (4) of Art.X in AEIT provides that “a tribunal established under

paragraph (2) shall decide the issues in dispute in accordance with this Protocol and

applicable rules and principles of international law.”, which means besides AEIT,

other external international rules are applicable as well. When examining the

condition of ratione personae, ICSID Rules are applicable because Art. 25 of ICSID

Convention contains requirements relating to the nature of the dispute (ratione

materiae) and to the parties (ratione personae). Those relating to the parties specify

that one side must be a Contracting State and the other a national of another

Contracting State.13

[22] As a result, apart from AEIT, Art.25 of ICSID Convention shall be rendered

as the supplementary standard to determine whether CLAIMANT has failed the

condition of ratione personae. Sub-article (2) of Art.25 in ICSID Convention gives

meaning to “National of another Contracting State”, and since CLAIMANT is a

juridical person, thus there is no need to consider paragraph (a) of sub-article (2).

CLAIMANT will further demonstrate that it has met the requirement of national(A);

and it has already become the legal successor of MFNB prior to the date of initiating

the arbitral proceeding(B).

A. CLAIMANT has met the requirement of national

[23] According to Schreuer, “The investor’s party status in ICSID proceedings is

subject to a positive and to a negative nationality requirement.”14 To be more specific,

the investor must possess the nationality of a Contracting State. On the other hand, the

investor must not, in principle, be a national of the host State. In applying these two

tests: CLAIMANT is a juridical person organized under the law of Mercuria who is

entitled to enjoy the nationality of Mercuria thus the positive nationality requirement

is met; meanwhile CLIAMANT is not the national of Laoc thus the negative

13 Schreuer at 82
14 Ibid
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nationality requirement is met as well. In all, the requirement of national of Art.25(2)

paragraph (b) is met in ICSID Rules.

B. CLAIMANT has already become the legal successor of MFNB prior to the

date of initiating the arbitral proceeding

[24] The first clause of Art.25(2)(b) makes no mention of the assignment of

claims to another juridical entity or the timing of when this must be done. This could

potentially be read to suggest that as long as a claimant established a new investment

vehicle in a State possessing a BIT with the host State of investment, the assignment

of an ICSID claim to said company would not pose a problem under the ICSID

Convention and would satisfy ICSID's requirements ratione personae for

jurisdiction.15 In the case at hand, whether it is January 31st 2019 when CLAIMANT

has initiated the arbitral proceeding or it is October 7th 2018 when CLAIMANT has

notified Laoc about the dispute. They all happened after the conclusion of the

assignment agreement which is signed by both parties on July 1st 2017. It indicates

that CLAIMANT has obtained the actual investment prior to the initiation of this

arbitral proceeding. Therefore, CLAIMANT’s acquirement of status does not pose

any problem to the issue of ratione personae.

Conclusion:

[25] In a nutshell, CLAIMANT does have legal standing in this arbitration

because it has actual investment in Laoc by means of assignment agreement from

MFNB. This kind of transaction is not in conflict with AEIT and turns out to be

common and reasonable practice in the field of international investment. Given that

CLAIMANT shares the same national with its predecessor and the conclusion of

transaction was also completed prior to the date of initiation of this arbitration thus

the condition of ratione personae is met.

b) The challenged measures are attributable to RESPONDENT:

[26] RESPONDENT proposed that the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law

72/2016 by RESPONDENT’s Parliament is merely to comply with its obligations

under the ASNEC Charter to implement the mandatory provisions of the Coal

15 Kirtley at 431
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Directive. As a result, the challenged measures shall be attributed to ASNEC instead

of Laoc. Furthermore, CLAIMANT should have chosen ASNEC instead of Laoc to

file this arbitration.

[27] However, CLAIMANT submits that this Tribunal should consider the

adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016, as a matter of fact, to be attributed to

RESPONDENT(I). Secondly, should the Tribunal consider the act of adoption shall

be attributed to ASNEC, such attribution is irrelevant of the fact that RESPONDENT

is still the appropriate party to which CLAIMANT should file this arbitration (II).

I. The adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 shall be attributed to

RESPONDENT, namely Laoc rather than ASNEC

[28] Art.120 in Founding Charter of ASNEC prescribes that “When the Member

States enforce or implement any legal acts of the Association, the attribution of

conduct, as between the Member States and the Association, shall be governed, in

particular, by Articles 6 and 7 of the Article on the RIO, mutatis mutandis.”

CLAIMANT submits that ASNEC is not attributable under Art.6 and Art.7 of DARIO

(1). While it is reasonable for Laoc to be accountable (2).

1. ASNEC is not attributable under Art.6 and Art.7 of DARIO

[29] Art.6 and Art.7 of DARIO provides that an international organization shall

take responsibility for conduct of either organs or agents of the international

organization, or organs of a state or organs or agents of an international organization

placed at the disposal of another international organization.

[30] In this case at hand, CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that ASNEC, as an

international organization, is not attributable under Art.6 and Art.7 of DARIO for the

reason that the legislative branch of Laoc, as the subject of adopting Law 66/2016 and

Law 72/2016, is neither an organ nor an agent of ASNEC(A).Moreover, the

legislative branch of Laoc is not at disposal of ASNEC(B).

A. The legislative branch of Laoc is neither an organ nor an agent of ASNEC

[31] According to Art.6 of DARIO, “The conduct of an organ or agent of an

international organization in the performance of functions of that organ or agent shall
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be considered an act of that organization under international law, whatever position

the organ or agent holds in respect of the organization”.

[32] The legislative branch of Laoc is in any sense not an organ or agent of

ASNEC because the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 is not in the

performance of functions of an organ or agent of ASNEC but an organ of Laoc.

Therefore, it is unreasonable to attribute the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law

72/2016 to ASNEC.

[33] Commentary on DARIO holds the opinion that “in the performance of

functions of that organ or agent” shall be explained as “conduct is attributable to the

international organization when the organ or agent exercises functions that have been

given to that organ or agent, and in any event is not attributable when the organ or

agent acts in a private capacity”.16

[34] In this case at hand, the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 by

Laocan parliament, as the legislative branch of Laoc, shall be rendered as a conduct of

a state organ. On the one hand, the legislative branch of Laoc is by no means an organ

or agent of ASNEC, for the reason that as legislature, the parliament is not a

representative of Laoc in ASNEC. On the other hand, under no circumstance, is the

legislative power of the parliament conferred from an international organization.

Reversely, the legislative authority is an integral part of national sovereignty, which is

not functioning in accordance with an international organization.

[35] Due to the fact that the parliament is neither a legal representative of Laoc in

ASNEC, nor exercising legislative power under the authorization of ASNEC, the

legislative branch of Laoc is neither an organ nor an agent of ASNEC, thus the

conduct of the legislative branch of Laoc can not be attributed to ASNEC.

B. The legislative branch of Laoc is not at the disposal of ASNEC

[36] According to Art.7 of DARIO, “The conduct of an organ of a State or an

organ or agent of an international organization that is placed at the disposal of another

international organization shall be considered under international law an act of the

latter organization if the organization exercises effective control over that conduct”

16Commentary on DARIO ¶55-56
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and as it is further illustrated by Commentary on DARIO, under Art.7 of DARIO,

“The seconding State or organization may conclude an agreement with the receiving

organization over placing an organ or agent at the latter organization’s disposal. ”

[37] Additionally, a majority of scholarly opinions indicate that when an organ or

agent is placed at the disposal of an international organization, the decisive question

in relation to attribution of a particular conduct appears to be who has effective

control over the conduct in question.17 The criteria of “effective control” developed by

the United Nations in determining to which entity the wrongful conduct is to be

attributed has been accepted by the ILC.18

[38] Based on the criteria mentioned above, CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate

that the legislative branch of Laoc is not at the disposal of ASNEC since ASNEC does

not have effective control over Laoc and there is no contractual relationship between

the legislative branch and ASNEC. Therefore, the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law

72/2016 can not be attributed to ASNEC.

[39] On the one hand, Laoc has never concluded an agreement with ASNEC over

placing the parliament of Laoc at the ASNEC’s disposal. On the other hand, ASNEC

has no effective control of the legislative branch of Laoc. According to Art.7 of AEIT,

“Recognizing the right of each Contracting Party to establish its own levels of

domestic environmental protection and environmental development policies and

priorities, and to adopt or modify accordingly its environmental laws, each

Contracting Party shall strive to continue to improve those laws”. Clearly, it is left to

each contracting state to legislate with regard to the issue of environmental protection

and development within its own discretion. In other words, even if ASNEC can

recommend each contracting party to protect the environment by improving domestic

law, ultimately, it is each country that to decide whether to accept such

recommendation. Moreover, the enactment of ASNEC directive has binding force

only on Laoc while not binding on the parliament of Laoc. Under such prerequisite,

the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 shall still go through the due voting

process in parliament meaning that there is a lack of effective control by ASNEC

directive.

17Commentary on DARIO ¶57-58
18 Pronto at 316
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[40] In conclusion, due to the fact that the legislative branch of Laoc is not at the

disposal of ASNEC, the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 can not be

attributed to ASNEC.

2. It is reasonable for Laoc to be accountable

[41] According to Art.4 of DARSIWA, “The conduct of any State organ shall be

considered an act of that State under international law, whether the organ exercises

legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the

organization of the State, and whatever its character as an organ of the central

Government or of a territorial unit of the State”. CLAIMANT demonstrates that it is

reasonable for Laoc to be accountable. Commentary on DARSIWA has further

indicated that, “the State is responsible for the conduct of its own organs, acting in

that capacity, has long been recognized in international judicial decisions”.19

[42] In this case at hand, the challenged measures, namely the adoption of Law

66/2016 and Law 72/2016, was conducted by the parliament of Laoc. The parliament

of Laoc, as the legislative organ of Laoc, adopted Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 in

its capacity. Therefore, it is reasonable for Laoc to be accountable under Art.4 of

DARSIWA.

II. Should the Tribunal consider the act of adoption to be attributed to ASNEC,

such attribution is irrelevant of the fact that RESPONDENT is still the

appropriate party to which CLAIMANT should file this arbitration

[43] According to Commentary on DARIO, “Attribution of a certain conduct to

an international organization does not imply that the same conduct cannot be

attributed to a State, nor does attribution of conduct to a State rule out attribution of

the same conduct to an international organization.”.20 Thus, in theory, it is possible to

attribute one specific conduct to both a state and an international organization.

[44] In addition, as the adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 is at the

interest of CLAIMANT, CLAIMANT has undergone severe economic loss since the

adoption. Such turn of policy and legislation has caused RESPONDENT to fail both

19Commentary on DARIO ¶40
20Commentary on DARIO ¶54
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its obligation under AEIT(1) and the specific promise committed by Tacadia

governor(2).Therefore, RESPONDENT is still the appropriate party to which

CLAIMANT should file this arbitration.

1. RESPONDENT has failed its obligation under AEIT

[45] According to Art.Ⅱ of AEIT, the Investments shall enjoy “the most constant

protection and security”21. As one of the contracting parties of AEIT, the treaty has

binding force to Laoc. Thus, RESPONDENT is obligated to provide “the most

constant protection and security”22 to all investors, including CLAIMANT.

[46] In this case at hand, RESPONDENT’s economy greatly depends on the coal

sector for decades, and coal-fired power plants has gained much support from both

the government and the society. In view of the solid foundation of the coal industry in

Laoc, CLAIMANT’s predecessor, MFNB, decided to invest in this field. As the

successor investor of MFNB, CLAIMANT shall enjoy the same investment rights.

The adoption of Law 66/2016 and Law 72/2016 has totally changed the position of

coal sector in the development of the economy of Laoc, and devalued the investment

of the construction of T1 power plant. Therefore, the turn of policy and legislation in

the coal industry shall by no means be considered as meeting the criteria of “the most

constant protection and security” in AEIT.

[47] As is mentioned above, based on the fact that RESPONDENT has failed its

obligation under AEIT, it is reasonable to attribute the adoption of Law 66/2016 and

Law 72/2016 to RESPONDENT.

2. RESPONDENT has failed the specific promise committed by Tacadia

Governor

[48] According to Art.4 of DARSIWA, the conduct of any state organ shall be

attributed to the state. In Laoc, a regional governor of Laoc has a mandate to facilitate

and assist the development of the economy and business thus rendering it as a direct

extention of the power of the Laocon Government for the territory of his or her

21FDI Problem ¶62 AEIT
22FDI Problem ¶62 AEIT
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municipality.23 Then once Tacadia Governor has committed specific promise and

finally failed to keep to, it is reasonable for RESPONDENT to take state

responsibility for the turn of policy change.

[49] “The key to whether they will require governments to compensate investors

for regulatory change is their view of what constitutes a ‘specific commitment’ to

refrain from making such changes.”24 In this case at hand, the Tacadia Governor

ensured to do “everything”25 in his power and maintain “favourable conditions for

foreign investors”26 for the purpose of attracting investment and promoting economy.

Regardless of the form of promise, whether a governor commitment is specific should

be determined according to its content. Moreover, even though the promise made by

Tacadia Governor has not been fixed in writing, it shall have binding force because it

was made by the Tacadia governor, who represented the power and credibility of the

government. More importantly the content of promise, with words such as

“everything”, is specific enough to refrain from regulatory changes. Given the

wording of that, the promise committed by Tacadia governor is specific enough to

hold Laoc liable.

[50] CLAIMANT invested into coal industry based on the governor promise and

suffered great losses, thus Laoc shall be attributed for failing such specific promise

committed by Tacadia Governor.

Conclusion:

[51] In conclusion, RESPONDENT, namely not ASNEC but Laoc, should be

attributed because ASNEC is not attributable under Art.6 and Art.7 of DARIO while

it is reasonable for Laoc to be accountable under Art.4 of DARSIWA. Moreover,

even if the adoption could be attributed to ASNEC, such attribution is irrelevant of the

fact that RESPONDENT is still the appropriate party to which CLAIMANT should

file this arbitration, for the reason that RESPONDENT has failed both its obligation

23PO3 VII. INVESTMENT &ASSIGNMENT 1
24 Johnson At State Liability for Regulatory Change: How International Investment Rules are

Overriding Domestic Law
25 FDI Problem ¶6 Summary of the Relevant Facts
26 FDI Problem ¶6 Summary of the Relevant Facts
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under AEIT and the specific promise committed by Tacadia governor. Therefore, it is

reasonable to attribute the challenged measures to RESPONDENT.

c) Laoc violated the Art. II (1) of the treaty concerning the encouragement and

reciprocal protection of energy investments in the ASNEC region (AEIT):

[52] Art. II (1) of the ASNEC Energy Investment Treaty states: “Each

Contracting Party shall accord at all times to Investments of Investors of other

Contracting Parties fair and equitable treatment.” Thus, the fair and equitable

treatment(“FET”) standard should be used to measure whether Laoc have provided a

proper investment environment for the CLAIMANT.

[53] CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that the specific criteria of the “FET”

standard which closely related to this case including: legitimate expectations, stability

and predictability of the legal framework and unreasonableness(I). Laoc has firstly

ruined CLAIMANT’s due expectation under AEIT(II); secondly, Laoc failed to

provide a stable and predictable legal framework (III); and the measures adopted by

Laoc were unreasonable (IV).

I. The content of the fair and equitable treatment(“FET”) standard

[54] The “FET” standard is an autonomous standard and can not be contained in

the customary international law as a reflection of the international minimum

standard.27 In arbitration practice, tribunals will apply this standard according to their

own understanding and create different specific criteria. But what is conceded by

many scholars and tribunals is that following the “FET” standard, states should:

behave in a way that satisfy foreign investors’ legitimate expectations (1); provide

foreign investors with a stable and predictable legal framework (2) and do not take

unreasonable measures (3).28

1. Legitimate Expectations

[55] “Legitimate expectations” is the dominant element of the “FET” standard.29

An investor’s decision to pour money in one state is mainly based on the assessment

27 Christoph at 385.
28 Moloo at 20; AES v. Hungary ¶55-69,73-75; Starke ¶475-479.
29 Saluka v. Czech ¶¶302.
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of the state’s investment environment, including the official attitude towards one

industry, the development prospects of one project, etc. The Biwater Gauff tribunal

held the view that the behavior of host states should not affect the basic expectations

that were taken into account by the foreign investor, “as long as these expectations are

reasonable and legitimate and have been relied upon by the investor to make the

investment.”30

2. Stability and Predictability of the Legal Framework

[56] The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has

claimed that: “If laws, administrative decisions and other binding decisions are to be

imposed upon a foreign investor by a host State, then fairness requires that the

investor is informed about such decisions before they are imposed.”31 A stable legal

situation is an indispensable guarantee for the investor’s investment, so the legal

framework of the host state should be readily apparent to ensure that any decisions

affecting the investor can be traced to that legal framework.32

3. Unreasonableness

[57] Unreasonableness provides a basis for both party and tribunals to evaluate

the substantive merits of a state measure, and it has a broad meaning including

whether the controversial measure was scientifically justified, proportional, or

rational.33

[58] In this case at hand, Laoc violated the Art. II (1) because it failed to comply

with above-mentioned criteria. This is discussed in more detail below.

II. RESPONDENT’s measures ruined CLAIMANT’s legitimate expectations

[59] After being a backbone of the Laocan economy for decades, the

CLAIMANT had legitimate reasons to believe that the coal industry can have a good

investment prospects, but the RESPONDENT’s measures frustrated the

CLAIMANT’s expectations.

30 Biwater v. Tanzania ¶¶602.
31 UNCTAD, “Fair and Equitable Treatment” ¶¶51.
32 Occidental v. Ecuador ¶¶183.
33 Moloo at 20.
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1. The CLAIMANT Legitimately Expected a favorable development prospect of

the coal industry

A. The �avourable attitude of the Laocan authorities towards the coal industry

[60] According to the IEO article34, Laoc has long relied on coal industry to

support its economy. And although some of its neighbor countries gradually made

transition to green energy, Laoc’s domestic coal sectors remain highly stable.

[61] Between 2000 and 2014, the Laocan Workers Movement (LWM, a centrist

conservative party) held a majority in the Laocan Parliament. Over its term, LWM

actively advocated for the interests of major businesses, including the coal industry.

There did have some voices in Laoc saying that it should switch to cleaner energy

sources, but Laocan government never gave much attention to such views and kept

stimulating coal-fired power generation.35

[62] Although in 2015, the Laocan Environmental Union (“LEU”) together with

other environmental political parties won the majority in the Laocan Parliament, no

significant environment measures were adopted in the energy sector and no official

statement has been made about energy transition by the government until 2016.36 So

before the adoption of Law 66/2016, the Laocan authorities clearly held a favorable

attitude towards coal industry.

B. Specific promises made by the Governor of Ticadia

[63] The Governor of Ticadia had make great effort to convince Mountaintop and

MFNB to be the investors in constructing the power plant Ticadia-1(T1). Governor Ji-

Yeong had made numerous official and unofficial visits to institutional investors and

banks in neighbor countries, advertising coal-friendly policies of Laoc and stable

investment climate in the region.37

[64] In the meeting between Ticadian Municipal Government, MFNB and

Mountaintop, Governor Ji-Yeong promised to ensure that “all relevant government

officials will, …… be instructed to cooperate with Mountaintop to the fullest extent

34 FDI Problem ¶9 Exhibit C-1.
35 FDI Problem ¶56 Statement of Uncontested Facts.
36 PO3 VIII.THE COAL PHASE-OUT & ITS EFFECTS.
37 FDI Problem ¶14 Exhibit C-5.
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possible not only during the construction process but also after the launch of Ticadia-

1.”38 Besides, in an interview of Ticadian Weekly Journal, Governor Ji-Yeong said “I

am also committed to ensuring we maintain favorable conditions for foreign investors

so that we can see more projects like Ticadia-1 in the future”.39 So against this

background, MFNB decided to proceed with the construction of the T1.

2. Laoc damaged CLAIMANT’s legitimate expectations

[65] In the international investment practice, the foreign investor legitimately

expects the host State to act in a consistent manner, i.e. without suddenly or arbitrarily

revoking any preexisting decisions that were relied upon by the investor to plan and

launch its commercial and business activities.40 Also, the state is expected to be totally

transparent in its relations with the foreign investor, so the investor could know

beforehand all rules and regulations that may govern its investments.41

[66] Due to the favorable attitude of the Laocan authorities towards the coal

industry and specific promises made by the Governor of Ticadia, the CLAIMANT

legitimately expected a good development prospect of the coal-fired power plant T1.

However, the measures taken by Laoc after the adoption of the Coal Directive had

totally and fundamentally changed its coal-friendly policies and stable investment

climate, which also made T1 became a distressed asset with a shallow level of

liquidity.42

III. RESPONDENT failed to provide a stable and predictable legal framework

[67] A stable and predictable legal framework has always been a key factor that

relied upon by the investor to decide whether make an investment or not. In Metalclad

v. Mexican, the tribunal indicated that “all relevant legal requirements for the purpose

of initiating, completing and successfully operating investments made, or intended to

be made, under the Agreement should be capable of being readily known to all

affected investors of another Party”.43

38 FDI Problem ¶10 Exhibit C-2.
39 Ibid.
40 Tecmed v. Mexican ¶¶154.
41 Ibid.
42 FDI Problem ¶7 NOTICE OF ARBITRATION.
43 Metalclad v. Mexican ¶¶76.
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[68] Laoc failed to provide a foreseeable legal situation since it suddenly changed

its domestic regulation. On 6 July 2016, after only 2 years of operation of T1, Laoc

adopted the Law 66/2016 which forced T1 to shut down 26 years before the end of its

expected lifetime.44 Later Laoc also enacted Law 72/2016 to foster the development

of renewables sector and achieve the energy transition.

[69] However, before the enactment of the Law 66/2016, Laoc never adopt any

other environmental measures.45 So RESPONDENT fundamentally changed its legal

framework under which the investment in T1 had been made, and the change was

abrupt and unexpected for the CLAIMANT.

IV. RESPONDENT’s measures were unreasonable since they have no scientific

basis to shut down the coal-fired power plant T1

[70] Measures taken by the host state are reasonable if they are scientifically

justified, proportional or rationally related to a public policy goal46. In Methanex v.

United States, after being subjected to public hearings, testimony and peer-review, the

tribunal accepted the UC Report as a serious, objective and scientific work.

According to the UC Report, the ban of the fuel additive MTBE had health reasons,

so the tribunal determined that the ban was a lawful regulation.47

[71] Laoc claimed that all measures which had been taken were aimed to deal

with the environmental crisis—the domestic annual floods. Although the task force

that formed by the government of Laoc published a report and concluded that the

most probable explanations would be that the greenhouse emissions made by coal

plants operated in Laoc caused the floods, it also admits that there is no empirical

evidence to confirm this conclusion.48 Besides, apart from Law 66/2016, the Laocan

Government didn’t adopt any other measures to address the “several” other

possibilities for the annual floods.49 Without scientific evidence and other attempts or

efforts, Laoc’s phase-out order towards coal energy was unreasonable.

Conclusion:

44 FDI Problem ¶18 Exhibit C-8.
45 PO3 VIII.THE COAL PHASE-OUT & ITS EFFECTS.
46AES v. Hungary ¶74.
47 Methanex v. US, Part III Chapter A ¶¶51.
48 FDI Problem ¶31 Exhibit R-2.
49 PO3 VIII.THE COAL PHASE-OUT & ITS EFFECTS.
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[72] Laoc violated the Article II(1) of the ASNEC Energy Investment Treaty

because it didn’t provide the CLAIMANT with a fair and equitable treatment and

frustrated the CLAIMANT’s legitimate expectations. Moreover, Laoc failed to offer a

stable and predictable legal framework and act unreasonably.

d) In any event, this tribunal shall not accept the challenge of Mr. Mason raised

by RESPONDENT:

[73] RESPONDENT’s challenge for Mr. Mason is based on the following facts:

one is that he was previously appointed as the arbitrator in Hewer Plants JSC v.

Wellfalcon, allegedly very similar to the present case; another is that his interview

with regard to the arbitration at “The Arbitration Station” shows that he does not

consider environmental law arguments relevant and distrusts states in the exercise of

their regulatory powers; the third is that such opinion has been reaffirmed by his

public jubilation at the decision in the Hewer Plants case on social media, where he

called it a “ground-breaking” decision. In light of above, RESPONDENT argued that

each of these circumstances in itself (and even so taken together) has constituted the

justifiable doubts with regard to Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence so that he

has to be removed from this tribunal.

[74] CLAIMANT hereby submits that under Art.12(1) in UNCITRAL Arbitration

Rules, it is crucial to determine whether the circumstances raised by RESPONDENT

have given rise to justifiable doubts when it comes to decide whether Mr. Mason shall

be challenged. In this case at hand, “reasonable apprehension of bias test” or IBA

Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest is applicable when there have no specific criteria

for the test of constitution of justifiable doubts under UNCITRAL Arbitration

Rules(I). Mr. Mason’s previous participation as an arbitrator in Hewer Plant case does

not constitute justifiable doubts (II). Mr. Mason’s interview at the Arbitration Station

and his post on social media does not constitute justifiable doubts (III).

I. The Reasonable Apprehension Test or IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest

is applicable when specific criteria for the test of constitution of justifiable

doubts is absent in UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules

[75] Although the challenge to Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence is

raised under UNCITRAL Rules Art.12, it does not precisely define “justifiable
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doubts,” “impartiality,” or “independence” nor providing any detailed criteria for

determining these scenarios. Therefore, CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that

this tribunal should apply “Reasonable Apprehension of Bias Test” as the standard of

constitution of justifiable doubts(1). Also, IBA Guidelines can be applied as a

supplementary standard apart from “Reasonable Apprehension of Bias Test” (2).

1. This Tribunal should apply “reasonable apprehension of bias test” as the

standard of justifiable doubts

[76] To determine the impartiality and independence of an arbitrator specifically,

MAL jurisdictions widely adopt three tests, namely: (i) the “real danger” test;50 (ii)

the reasonable apprehension of bias test;51 and (iii) the real possibility test.52 However,

if Mr. Mason is found partial under reasonable apprehension test, there is no need to

assess his impartiality under a real danger or real possibility test, because the

threshold is lower under reasonable apprehension test.

[77] The reasonable apprehension test requests that determining whether a

reasonable apprehension of bias exists in an arbitrator is whether an informed person,

viewing the matter realistically and practically, and having thought the matter through,

would conclude that the arbitrator may have an attitude or predilection for bias,

whereby the arbitrator may have prejudged the matter. The test is objective and no

actual or intended bias need be established. The apprehension of bias must be based

on substantial grounds and a “mere suspicion” or the subjective view of a party is not

sufficient for removal.53

[78] Therefore, the mere assertion made by RESPONDENT that Mr. Mason’s

experience has constituted their justifiable doubts, such subjective test, shall not be

rendered as the right criteria to remove Mr. Mason. Instead, the objective test under

reasonable apprehension bias shall be applied in filling the gap of determining

justifiable doubts.

2. IBA Guidelines can also be applied as the supplementary standard of

determining justifiable doubts apart from reasonable apprehension bias test

50 R v. Gough ¶¶51
51 Jacobs Securities Inc v. Typhoon Capital BV ¶¶51-54
52 Darussalam v. Brunei ¶¶51
53MacDonald at 1
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[79] Although IBA Guidelines is mere guidelines without binding force,54 the field

in which the influence of the IBA Guidelines is strongest is certainly investor-state

arbitration. The Guidelines plays an important role when tribunals decide challenges

in ad hoc and institutional investor-state proceedings.55 Moreover, in the transnational

realm, bias challenges in investor-state and ICSID arbitrations are now often decided

using the IBA standards. As a result, IBA rules can not have direct binding force on

the tribunal, however, it can be the mostly accepted guiding opinions which the

tribunal can refer to. In this case at hand, IBA Guidelines is applicable since IBA

Guidelines is not contradictory to UNCITRAL Model Law(A) and similar to

reasonable apprehension of bias test in assessing impartiality and independence (B).

A. IBA Guidelines is not contradictory to UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules

[80] According to Art.12 (1) of UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, only when there is

justifiable doubts on questioning the impartiality and independence of the arbitrators,

can they be challenged.56 The assessment of “impartiality and independence” is

inherited by IBA Guideline, in which the General Standard 2(b) also applies if facts or

circumstances exist, or have arisen since the appointment, which, from the point of

view of a reasonable third person having knowledge of the relevant facts and

circumstances, would give rise to justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator ’s impartiality

or independence.

[81] As provided in Explanation to General Standard 2(b) under IBA Guidelines,

the standard of “impartiality and independence” in IBA Guidelines derives from the

widely adopted Article 12 of the United Nations Commission on International Trade

Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law, and the use of an appearance test based on justifiable

doubts as to the impartiality or independence of the arbitrator. Therefore, it is

reasonable to conclude that the criteria for challenging the arbitrator in IBA

Guidelines and UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules share the same root. The only

difference is that IBA Guidelines has explicated rather detailed scenarios in different

lists respectively.

54 Tidewater v. Venezuela ¶¶52,74
55 Luttrell at 195
56 UNCITRALArbitration Rules Art.12
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B. IBA Guidelines is similar to reasonable apprehension of bias test thus

rendering it as an auxiliary standard in addition to reasonable apprehension of

bias test

[82] In terms of the aspect of determining the constitution of justifiable doubts,

reasonable apprehension of bias test requests a “fair minded and informed observer”

must have a reasonable apprehension that the arbitrator is biased57, namely a

reasonable third person’s perspective; as for IBA guidelines, it also applies the

reasonable third person standard to determine the likelihood of constituting justifiable

doubts which is prescribed by General Standard 2(c) that “doubts are justifiable when

a “reasonable third person” would conclude that there is a likelihood that the

arbitrator, in reaching his or her decision, may be influenced by factors other than the

merits of the case as presented by the parties.” Therefore, both tests share the same

perspective when determining the justifiable doubts.

[83] In terms of the extent to which one has to prove the constitution of justifiable

doubts, reasonable apprehension of bias test shall be based on substantial grounds

rather than mere suspicion, meaning that one has to provide solid evidence when

claiming for the challenge for the disqualified arbitrators. And such level of proving

coincides with the lists provided in Part II of IBA guidelines, “Practical Application

of the General Standards”, the creation of these relevant situations aims at specifying

the common occasions that may give rise to justifiable doubts, so in fact we shall

apply relevant lists prior to the general standard. When a party file the challenge of

the arbitrator in accordance with the situations in whichever list, he shall bear the

burden of proving the existence of such circumstances.

[84] Based on what has been demonstrated above, it indicates that not only do

reasonable apprehension of bias test and IBA Guidelines adopt the same reasonable

third person objective test, they also require relevant parties to establish necessary

links between parties’ concern and the justifiable doubts. Therefore, this tribunal shall

take both tests into consideration when determining the constitution of justifiable

doubts, especially when the conducts of arbitrators call fall into the lists under IBA

Guidelines.

57 Szilard v Szasz ¶¶51,54
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II. Mr. Mason’s previous participation as an arbitrator in Hewer Plant case does

not constitute justifiable doubts

[85] CLAIMANT acknowledges that Hewer Plant case deals with factual

circumstances similar to this case at hand,58 however, such similarity does not render

Mr. Mason disqualified for granted and CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that the

situation where the current arbitrator appointed by one party has also been appointed

as the arbitrator in previous similar cases does not fail reasonable apprehension bias

test (1); moreover, such conduct does not constitute justifiable doubts under IBA

Guidelines (2); and it is rather common for one arbitrator to participate in a series of

cases which share factual or legal similarities (3).

1. Mr. Mason’s previous experience as the arbitrator in Hewer Plant case does

not fail reasonable apprehension bias test

[86] Due to the fact that the award in Hewer Plant case remained unpublished,59 it

is not available for either party to challenge Mr. Mason based on his previous

participation as reasonable apprehension test requires substantial grounds rather than

mere suspicion. What RESPONDENT relies on is nothing but the mere suspicion

arguing that Mr. Mason has already formed an opinion on legal and factual issues also

at the heart of the present case which will - consciously or subconsciously - influence

his decision in the present case.60 Tribunals in other cases have opposed to such mere

suspicion as well, for example, in Suez/Vivendi v. Argentine Republic, two Members

stated that the fact that a judge or arbitrator had made a determination of law or a

finding of fact in one case does not mean that such judge or arbitrator cannot decide

the law and the facts impartially in another case. They further observed that: “A

finding of an arbitrator’s or a judge’s lack of impartiality requires far stronger

evidence than that such arbitrator participated in a unanimous decision with two other

arbitrators in a case.”61 Since RESPODNENT can not provide any solid evidence, the

argument that Mr. Mason has already formed the opinion shall not be accepted.

58 FDI Problem ¶60 Statement of Uncontested Facts
59 PO2 IX. OTHER CASES RELATING TO COAL PHASE-OUT MEASURES IN THE ASNEC
REGION

60 FDI Problem ¶45 RESPONDENT’s challenge of Perry Mason
61 Suez/Vivendi v. Argentine Republic ¶¶36
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[87] Additionally, RESPONDENT’s position is not the informed reasonable third

observer but a subjective one so it does not satisfy the “reasonable-third-person” test

which is required in reasonable apprehension test. As reviewed by English Court

Justice Popplewell J, “generally the fact that an arbitrator may be involved in an

arbitration between party A and party B, whose subject matter is identical to that in an

arbitration between Party B and party C does not preclude him or her form sitting on

both tribunals.”62 meaning that although the same party may appoint the same

arbitrator dealing with cases with regard to overlapping and identical issues, it does

not preclude the arbitrator from the tribunal. And such view was reaffirmed in the

Court of Appeal, the court holds that “the mere fact that an arbitrator accepts

appointments in multiple references concerning the same or overlapping subject

matter with only one common party does not in itself give rise to an appearance of

bias.” Echoing with the opinion in the Court of Appeal decision in AMEC Capital

Projects Ltd v Whitefriars City Estates Ltd. [2005] 1 WLR 723 that “[s]omething

more is required” and that must be “something of substance”.

[88] In this case at hand, neither party was involved in the previous Hewer Plant

case, compared with “Halliburton Company v. Chubb”, the connection between

Hewer Plant case and this case is far weaker. Hence, if the arbitrator can remain his

seat in Halliburton Company v. Chubb, Mr. Mason shall remain in this case at hand.

2. Mr. Mason’s previous experience as the arbitrator in Hewer Plant case does

not constitute justifiable doubts under IBA Guidelines

[89] Mr. Mason’s previous appointment may fall into Orange List in IBA

Guidelines 3.1.3 “The arbitrator has, within the past three years, been appointed as

arbitrator on two or more occasions by one of the parties, or an affiliate of one of the

parties.” However, in order to apply this rule, there are three conditions are to be met:

the first is that the repeated appointment shall take place within the past three years;

the second is that the repeated times shall be at least twice; the third is that it shall be

appointed by one of the parties. To examine each condition respectively, the initiation

of Hewer Plant case was on August 10th 2016 while this case at hand was given notice

to this tribunal on January 1st 2019, which almost extends to the maximum of three

year period; admittedly, Hewer Plant case and the current case have reached the times

62 Halliburton Company v. Chubb
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requirement but Mr. Mason was not appointed as the arbitrator in Hewer Plant case by

either party in this case at hand. In light of above, Mr. Mason’s previous appointment

in Hewer Plant case does not fall into the orange list thus not constituting justifiable

doubts.

[90] Should this tribunal apply IBA Guidelines 3.1.3 analogically, Mr. Mason has

fulfilled his obligation of disclosure. The effect of arbitrator’s conduct falling into

Orange List is the consequence that the arbitrator has a duty to disclose such

situations. In all these situations, the parties are deemed to have accepted the

arbitrator if, after disclosure, no timely objection is made, as established in General

Standard 4(a).63 On addressing RESPONDENT’s challenge, in Mr. Mason’s

Response to challenge, “I wish to inform the Parties and my fellow arbitrators that I

have been appointed by another claimant (C-Energy LLC) against Wellfalcon in an

arbitration concerning the same measures as in Hewer Plants JSC v. Wellfalcon.”

Since Mr. Mason has now fulfilled his duty of disclosure, it shall not make the current

appointment voided.

3. It is rather common for one arbitrator to participate in a series of cases which

share factual or legal similarities

[91] Apart from the two tests mentioned above, from a realistic an practical

perspective, Mr. Mason shall not be precluded from this tribunal because repeat

appointment occurs more often in investment arbitrations where the applicable law is

a bilateral investment treaty, as those treaties are generally based upon the same legal

standards (e.g. fair and equitable treatment, expropriation, national treatment, etc.)

and, therefore, there are more opportunities to decide on the same set of legal rules,

than there are in commercial arbitrations.64 If insisting on the principle that each

tribunal shall be consist of different arbitrators, there must be great detriment to the

efficiency of arbitral proceedings.

[92] In this case at hand, after “Coal Directive” was carried out, each contracting

party of ASNEC has implemented the “Phase-out” policy, therefore, there is growing

number of investment arbitrations against ASNEC and its member states.65 Against

63 IBAGuidelines Part II: Practical Application of the General Standards 3
64 Giraldo-Carrillo at “The ‘repeat arbitrators’ Issue: a subjective concept”
65 FDI Problem ¶60 Statement of Uncontested Facts
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such background, Mr. Mason, being an experienced arbitrator whose public record

shows appointments as arbitrator in over 30 investment arbitrations, including 7

appointments by respondent states and 6 appointments as tribunal president. It is

reasonable for CLAIMANT to rely on Mr. Mason’s expertise practice and knowledge

to appoint him as the arbitrator for seeking an amenable solution to this dispute not to

mention that CLAIMANT’s appointment was not intentional because CLAIMANT

has run a background check on the arbitrator and thought Mr. Mason ’ s career tips

were hardly relevant for his appointment.66

[93] To draw a conclusion, Mr. Mason’s previous experience as the arbitrator in

Hewer Plant case does not fail reasonable apprehension of bias test, nor does it

constitute any justifiable doubts under IBA guidelines. Furthermore, it is reasonable

for Mr. Mason to remain on the tribunal due to the unavoidable repeat appointment of

arbitrators in investment arbitrations.

III. Mr. Mason’s interview at the Arbitration Station and his post on social

media does not constitute any justifiable doubts

[94] Apart from Mr. Mason’s previous appointment at Hewer Plant case, the other

two circumstances have also been mentioned by RESPONDENT in order to give rise

to justifiable doubts. However, CLAIMANT is going to demonstrate that neither of

this circumstance can give rise to the constitution of justifiable doubts because the use

of “ground-breaking” is neither an expression of opinion, nor an indication of bias

against one party(1); Mr. Mason’s interview at the Arbitration Station was simply

giving career guidance(2).

1. The use of “ground-breaking” is neither an expression of opinion, nor an

indication of bias against one party

[95] According to RESPONDNET’s challenge, they argued that Mr. Mason’s

allegedly predisposed opinion has been confirmed by showing his jubilation simply

because he used the word “ground-breaking” on his social media. However, “ground-

breaking” is merely an adjective describing things that are revolutionary or pioneering

and it does not refer to any party, circumstance and argument which has anything to

do with the case at hand. Since the award of Hewer Plant case is the first award ruling

66 Ibid
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on ASNEC climate change measures among the rest of other cases, the proper

interpretation of “ground-breaking” is that Mr. Mason was trying to express his pride

in serving as arbitrator in Hewer Plant case. Therefore, the use of this word does not

implicate any legal opinion or position Mr. Mason holds, nor does it indicate any bias

Mr. Mason has against either party in Hewer Plant case. Most of all, it lacks the least

connection with this case either regarding the procedural or merits issues at hand.

2. Mr. Mason’s interview at the Arbitration Station was simply giving career

guidance

[96] The interview Mr. Mason had at the Arbitration Station mainly focused on

only one question that “Everybody talks about climate change today. Also, in the

arbitration world, you hear more and more talk about the so-called ‘Climate Change

Arbitration’. Would you consider this a prospective area for the young practitioners to

focus on specifically?”67 As a matter of fact, he suggested that young practitioners

should understand a project from the financial side instead of rehearsing arguments

which arise from climate changes and he acknowledged that he is conscious and has

seen states resort to climate change arguments in support of their actions.68 Such

comment is rather neutral and can never be interpreted as Mr. Mason has considered

environmental laws irrelevant or distrust states of using its regulatory power.

[97] Even if this tribunal shall take Mr. Mason’s interview as expressed legal

opinions instead of career guidance, such opinion does not fail reasonable

apprehension of bias test(A), nor does it create any justifiable doubts under IBA

Guidelines(B).

A. Mr. Mason’s opinion does not fail reasonable apprehension of bias test

[98] Where an arbitrator has written and published an opinion that concerns issues

in the current arbitration, bias may exist. However, as long as these opinions are not

based on the specific facts in the dispute, an arbitrator can remain impartial and

independent of the parties, even though they may be partial to a certain position in

law.69 Clearly, only when the arbitrator’s opinion is concerned with the current

67 FDI Problem ¶49 Exhibit R-8
68 Ibid
69 Marina/Anthony at 532
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arbitration, in particular, specific enough, his impartiality and independence may be

questioned. The interview was hosted on May 9th 2018, there is no way for Mr.

Mason to foresee this case at hand not to mention providing any legal opinions aiming

at specific matters in this case through this interview. As s result, there is still no

justifiable doubts under reasonable apprehension of bias test.

[99] Furthermore, other tribunals ruled under UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules have

taken a step further, i.e. even if the arbitrator has previously expressed opinions, it

does not unquestionably make the arbitrator ignore all the relevant facts in this case at

hand. As pointed out by Urbaser v. Argentine, the tribunal concluded that a

reasonable person would not consider that the arbitrator would rely on his expressed

academic opinions without giving proper consideration to the facts, circumstances,

and arguments in the arbitration. An arbitrator's previously adopted opinion should

not be “of such force as to prevent [him] from taking full account of the facts,

circumstances and arguments presented by the parties in the particular case”.70

Moreover, in Jensen v. Denmark, the court held that as long as the arbitrator does not

have a final opinion on the matter before the arbitration, a preliminary view on a case

does not mean that he or she then lacks objective impartiality to decide it.71

[100] Therefore, in this case at hand, Mr. Mason’s interview does not contain an in-

depth legal analysis of a complex legal question, let alone final opinions with regard

to the specific issues in the current case. On the contrary, it is duly expected that Mr.

Mason will still be able to give a thorough consideration of the relevant facts,

circumstances and arguments in this case regardless of his opinion on the climate

change based on his own experience thus causing no justifiable doubts.

B. Mr. Mason’s opinion does not create any justifiable doubts under IBA

Guidelines

[101] If treating Mr. Mason’s interview as previously expressed opinion, it can fall

into Green List of IBA Guidelines 4.1.1 which stipulates previously expressed

opinion concerning an issue that also arises in the arbitration (but this opinion is not

focused on the case).72 Admittedly, this case at hand contains issues with regard to the

70 Urbaser v. Argentine ¶¶41,63
71 Jensen v. Denmark ¶¶63
72 IBAGuidelines 4.1.1
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use of state’s regulatory power dealing with climate changes, but the expressed

opinion which Mr. Mason gave at the interview is rather vague and abstract and not

focusing on this case at hand. As for the situations in Green list, where no appearance

and no actual conflict of interest exists from an objective point of view. The arbitrator

has no duty to disclose situations falling within the Green List and it does not warrant

disqualification of the arbitrator.73 Therefore, Mr. Mason’s opinion does not constitute

any justifiable doubts under IBA Guidelines.

Conclusion:

[102] In a nutshell, the applicable rules and test for determining whether there have

justifiable doubts on Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence shall be reasonable

apprehension of bias test and IBA Guidelines. The circumstances raised by

RESPONDENT which they believe will give rise to justifiable doubts have survived

both reasonable apprehension of bias test and IBA Guidelines respectively and

cumulatively. Therefore, Mr. Mason shall not be precluded from this tribunal.

73 Born III at 141
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

[103] The Claimants hereby request the Arbitral Tribunal:

1. Find it has jurisdiction despite RESPONDENT’s questioning on CLAIMANT’s

legal standing;

2. Find the challenged measures Law66 and Law72 are attributed to Laoc;

3. Find RESPONDENT violated Art. II (1) of AEIT;

4. Find Mr. Mason shall remain as the arbitrator in this arbitral proceeding.


